ABSTRACT Designing effective transport networks can be considered as one of the most debated problems in the area of computational intelligence. Some nature-inspired algorithms have shown excellent abilities in the adaptive network construction. In this aspect, a unique creature, called Physarum, has exhibited the computing capacity to optimize protoplasmic networks connecting distributed food sources. This inspires our work to design a Physarum foraging platform for constructing transport networks. Specifically, the traditional Physarum foraging model is adapted to construct transport networks in China. In order to get close to the real scenario, practical data are collected to build the environment of the Physarum foraging model and the structure of real transport networks. Some measurements in the domain of complex networks, such as average path length, network efficiency, topology robustness, and functional robustness, are used for performance comparison. The experimental results demonstrate that Physarum foraging models excel in constructing highly efficient and robust networks, which can be utilized for directing the design of transport networks in the real world.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport networks form the backbone of modern society. They provide the material basis for many social activities, such as people traveling and commodities transferring. Researchers have demonstrated that most of real transport networks have some complex topologies such as the scale-free degree distributions, small-world properties and hierarchical structures [1] - [6] . These mean that designing an effective transport network is a complex process, which has long been recognized as one of the most difficult yet challenging problems in the field of transport [7] , [8] . Especially nowadays, the rise of logistic industry puts forward a higher demand in transport networks.
Generally, when we design a transport network, several properties including network efficiency, cost and the tolerance to the accidental disconnection of routes should in the Physarum's range, Physarum can naturally evolve a protoplasmic network connecting the masses of protoplasm at the food sources [18] . Especially, the protoplasmic network has been proved to be comparable with the real-world infrastructure network in terms of efficiency, fault tolerance and cost [19] . Such biological experiments inspire us to further think a question: can we develop a computational framework for building robust transport networks through designing a Physarum foraging platform according to the structure and requirement of the real world? Hence the contributions of our paper can be concluded as follows:
1) The real transport network is formulated into a computational platform in which Physarum can forage.
2) The foraging mechanism of Physarum is designed and adapted to form a high efficient and strong robust transport network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II outlines the research developments of Physarum. Section III introduces the working mechanism of the Physarum foraging model. Section IV presents the setup of experiments and measurements. Section V shows the experimental results, and further analyzes the parameters and the small-world properties. Section VI concludes this paper.
II. PHYSARUM POLYCEPHALUM
Physarum polycephalum, shorted as Physarum, is a unicellular and multinuclear slime mold, whose life cycle is very complex. The vegetative state in its life cycle is called the plasmodium, which is the most common form in nature [18] . The plasmodium lives in a dark and moist environment and feeds on the bacteria or fungal spores [20] . Since the pioneering work that discovering the maze-solving ability of the plasmodium published in Nature [21] , Physarum has drawn wide attentions of researchers from kinds of areas, ranging from the biology to the computer science [17] . Researches on Physarum can mainly be divided into two parts. The first one is the biological experiments for exploring the problem-solving abilities of Physarum [19] , [22] . The second one is the Physarum foraging models for simulating its intelligent behaviors and solving complex computational problems [23] - [26] (e.g. traveling salesman problem [27] , [28] ).
A. BIOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS
Physarum is an amorphous living creature which is extremely easy to cultivate and handle. In the biological experiments, researchers usually cultivate Physarum on a porous substrate and feed it with oat flakes. The other predominant external conditions are warm temperature, darkness and moisture [18] , [29] .
Some experiments have revealed the intelligence of Physarum, which can be used to solve many computational problems such as mazes [21] , Hanoi towers [30] , spanning trees [25] , logical gates [31] , Voronoi diagram and Delaunay triangulation [32] . Existing experiments also have demonstrated that Physarum has the ability to transport different colored dyes and implement a range of operations [33] such as mixing two dyes to produce a third color and transporting color to a specified locus. Moreover, Physarum can be used to manipulate objects on a water surface [34] , generate sensible sound patterns [35] and so on. All above researches have proven the problem-solving ability of Physarum, and can be used to solve problems in the real world.
Moreover, researchers have demonstrated the ability of Physarum in designing transport networks. They first deploy some of Physarum's food on a wet surface according to the geographical locations of cities and inoculate Physarum in a capital. Then, they record the Physarum's foraging behavior and analyze the structure of the protoplasmic network. For all regions, they find that the network of protoplasmic tubes grown by Physarum matches, at least partly, the network of real transport routes. Some of differences may relate to the constrained geographical features or the special needs of people [22] . The experiments have been conducted in more than fifteen geographical regions on flat substrates, which have proven that Physarum can help us construct and optimize transport networks in the real world [19] , [22] .
B. PHYSARUM FORAGING MODELS
The foraging behavior and the computing ability of Physarum have inspired many novel models, which can be used to reveal the evolving mechanisms and computational intelligence of Physarum. The existing Physarum foraging models can be divided into two main categories [26] , [36] : the top-down description based on the population-based modeling [23] , [25] , [37] and the bottom-up simulation from the perspective of individual behaviors [24] , [26] , [38] , [39] .
Concerning the first category of population-based modeling, Tero et al. [23] , [37] have constructed a mathematical model for adaptive network construction based on the feedback regulation between the internal protoplasmic flow and the thickness of each tube. By adjusting parameters, the mathematical model has been successfully applied to the Tokyo rail system construction [19] and the road navigation [23] . Then, the basic mathematical model has been improved from various perspectives for applying in transport network design [10] , [40] , [41] and solving many optimization problems such as fuzzy shortest path problems [42] , traveling salesman problems [28] , [43] and 0/1 knapsack problems [44] . Adamatzky [25] has utilized an Oregonator model to simulate the growth and the foraging behavior of Physarum. He regards Physarum as an unconventional computer, called the Physarum machine. The Physarum machine can construct spanning trees [25] and solve mazes [45] . Taking advantage of the idea that food sources play a major role in inducing the movement direction of diffusion waves in the Oregonator model, Wu et al. [46] have proposed a new model based on the gradient of chemical nutrient-particles field, which can imitate Physarum to construct the spanning trees on a nutrient-poor substrate.
In terms of the second category concerning the individual-based modeling, Jones [26] , [38] has proposed a multi-agent systems-based model to illustrate the evolving process of Physarum networks. They have demonstrated that a population of simple particle-like agents with the same rules can emerge some spontaneous and well-organized patterns both with and without initial pre-patterning cues respectively. The experimental results illustrate that simple local behaviors, according to the characteristics of chemotaxis, can guide the agent population and generate more complex and dynamic transport networks [38] . Later, Liu et al. [36] and Wu et al. [47] have improved the multi-agent model by optimizing the structure of each agent and designing two types of agents to simulate the search and the contraction behaviors of Physarum respectively.
However, the aforementioned models are unable to further explain the relationship between the movement of Physarum and the process of network formation, which plays an important role in the Physarum computing [24] . Hence Gunji et al. [24] and Niizato et al. [39] have proposed a vacant-particle model, named CELL, to approximate the locomotion and morphogenetic behavior of Physarum and can obtain the solution of maze problems. Afterwards, CELL has been improved that allows for a change in the number of grids [48] . In more detail, by decreasing the number of grids, the newly produced vacant-particle model with shrinkage (shorted as VP-S model) can emulate the attraction of the protoplasm of Physarum to food sources. By increasing the number of grids, the newly produced vacant-particle model with development (shorted as VP-D model) can emulate a growth pattern.
Based on the above descriptions, we can find that these Physarum-inspired models can reveal the evolving mechanisms of protoplasmic network formation from various aspects. And most of them have the potential ability to simulate the foraging behaviors of Physarum and evolve to a transport network. Specifically, Liu et al. [49] have taken the VP-S model as an example to solve the problem of designing the transport network in Sichuan province of China. Their work obtains some preliminary results about the ability of the Physarum foraging model in terms of constructing the transport networks. In this paper, we further provide more elaborate analyses for the computational ability of the Physarum foraging model and comprehensive comparisons of various performance measurements. We consider and measure both the topological and functional performances of a transport network through comparing topological structures of different networks and the traffic capacity of a transport network. More specifically, the whole freeway network in China is used to estimate our approach in order to provide more convincing conclusions. Because of the diversity of the geographical conditions in China, the new dataset can eliminate the impact of geography on the transport network. Hence the experimental results are more convincing and significant. Above all, our work aims to design a nature-inspired platform for forming a complex and effective transport network. 
III. THE TRANSPORT NETWORK CONSTRUCTION PLATFORM BASED ON THE PHYSARUM FORAGING MODEL
Physarum uses protoplasmic flow to change its own outer shape and exhibits the morphological behavior. Taking advantage of such behavior, some models such as the CELL model [24] and the VP-S model [48] have been successfully used to reveal the evolving process of Physarum and optimize the existing computational systems such as maze. In this paper, the mechanism, revealed by the VP-S model [48] , has been used as a special case that is adapted to form the real transport networks. More specifically, the VP-S model is based on a multi-agent system in which an agent is used to represent the protoplasmic flow. In Section III-A, we introduce the basic environment and behaviors of agents in the VP-S model. In Section III-B, we present our proposed strategies that can transfer a traditional disordered network evolved by a Physarum foraging model to a transport network with weights.
A. ENVIRONMENT SETTING AND EVOLVING MECHANISM OF THE PHYSARUM FORAGING MODEL
There are three parts in an agent-based system: environment, agents and their behaviors. Based on such system, the VP-S model [48] reveals the evolving rules and mechanisms of Physarum foraging process. More specifically, an environment is represented by some planar grids, which corresponds to a culture dish in biological experiments, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each grid can exchange information with its four neighbors, i.e. north, south, east and west. In particular, the regions surrounded by the red dash boxes are called active zones. They can be seen as food sources. During the evolving process of the VP-S model, grids are divided into two groups: internal grids and external grids ( Fig. 2(a) ). The regions composed of internal grids can be seen as the body of Physaurm, which form the final routes connecting active zones. The external grids can be seen as the other parts of culture dish that surround the internal grids.
There are three behaviors for an agent: generation, movement and adaptation. The core process is extracted in Fig. 3 . Based on such behaviors, an agent reproduces the stream of FIGURE 2. The illustration about three behaviors of an agent in the VP-S model. Black, gray and white grids represent agents, internal grids and external grids, respectively. The red dash box denotes active zones (i.e. food sources). (a) shows the initial state of girds in an environment. Especially, an agent can be randomly generated at either internal grid or external grid based on the generation behavior, as shown in (b) and (e), respectively. The agent transports in the environment based on the movement behavior until it has no internal neighbors as shown in (c) and (f). The black arrows in (c) and (f) show a trace of an agent. Then, the agent updates the state of its initial generated grid and the current occupied grid based on the adaptation behavior as shown in (d) and (g), in which the internal grid is adapted to external grid in (d) and the external grid is adapted to internal grid in (g). (h) is the final network evolved by the VP-S model. The active zones are connected by some reserved internal grids that represent the effective path found by Physarum. protoplasmic flow, as shown in Fig. 2 . The detailed descriptions of three behaviors are as follows.
(1) Generation behavior. An agent is randomly generated at one of grids in the environment. There are two sets of candidate grids for an agent to generate: the internal grids in active zones with probability Q (0<Q<1) (Fig. 2(b) ) and the external grids that are adjacent to one-grid-width paths with probability 1−Q. One-grid-width paths are composed of the internal grids whose east-west or north-south neighbors are external grids, as shown in Fig. 2 (h). If no one-grid-width path exists in the environment, the latter candidate set can be replaced by the external grids that are adjacent to internal girds ( Fig. 2(e) ).
(2) Movement behavior. If the four neighbors of the agent have at least one internal grid, the agent randomly moves to one of internal neighbors (Figs. 2(c) and 2(f)). The movement of an agent is called as the memorized flow, which is corresponding to the flow of the protoplasm of Physarum. Since the flow of the protoplasm of Physarum cannot flow backwards, we assume that an agent has memory and cannot move to its passed grids. This behavior is iterated until there is no internal neighbor for the agent to move.
(3) Adaptation behavior. The agent adapts the generated grid to internal grid and the stopped grid to external grid. One exception is that if the agent stops in the active zones, the state of stopped grid will not be changed (Figs. 2(d) and 2(g)).
In the VP-S model, the memorized flow is used to simulate the flow of the protoplasm of Physarum, which can start from any position of the environment (i.e. culture dish). However, based on the scenario of transport networks, freeways should be considered and constructed among cities. Therefore, we assume that Physarum forages from one food source to others, which means that an agent can start from an active zone to search for other active zones (i.e. food sources, as highlighted by the red dash boxes in Fig. 2 ). The repetition of the above three behaviors of agents leads to a change of the environment. And at the end of evolution, a route connecting active zones appears (e.g. Fig. 2(h) ). The route is composed of internal grids and approximates an efficient network produced by Physarum. These three behaviors show that the internal grids in active zones will never lost, which imply that there is highly concentrated protoplasm of Physarum at food sources [48] .
In the real world, a common transport network has two basic properties, i.e. whether two nodes are connected by an edge and what is the weight of an edge. However, the network evolved by the VP-S model (e.g. Figs. 2(h) and 4(a)) is composed of some grids which cannot provide the two basic network properties directly. Therefore, in order to provide a fair comparison platform for both of evolving networks and real transport networks, Section III-B presents a transformation method for converting a disordered network evolved by the VP-S model to the transport network with weights.
B. TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY
Since it is hard to directly measure the characteristic of the network evolved by the VP-S model, it should be normalized to a transport network with weights. We see the network evolved by the VP-S model as a maze. First, grids in the environment are divided into three categories, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Internal grids in the active zones represent gates in a maze, they are denoted by black color. Other internal grids representing paths are denoted by gray color. External grids representing walls are denoted by white color.
Second, the following Condition is designed to judge whether two gates x and y in a maze are adjacent. In detail, if the Condition is satisfied, two gates x and y are adjacent. And the minimum number of grids x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n connecting gates x and y is set as the distance between gates x and y (i.e. the weight between gates x and y). On the contrary, gates x and y are not adjacent. The minimum number of grids is used to denote the distance of two cities in order to be consistent with the setup of the real transport network in the experiments (detailed as shown in Section IV-A2), where the weight of each freeway is measured by the shortest traveling distance between two cities based on the Google map. Besides, it is reasonable that if the positions of two cities are very close but their traveling distance is far due to the geographical limitation, the number of grids will always be large.
Condition: There is a finite set of internal grids x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n connecting gates x and y. The grids x 1 and x n are the neighbors of one of the grids that belong to gates x and y, respectively. Meanwhile,
, where v x i represents the coordinate of the grid x i , k i−1 represents whether the four neighbors of x i−1 belong to a path, and f (
Thus, an adjacent matrix for the maze can be used to denote the connecting relationships among gates. Taking Fig. 4(a) as an example, its adjacent matrix can be seen in Table 1 . The symbol ''-'' represents that two gates are not adjacent. Fig. 4(a) . The letter denotes the gate. The number denotes the number of grids connecting two gates (i.e. the weight of the edge). The symbol ''-'' denotes that two gates are not adjacent.
According to Table 1 , we get a transport network with weights as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
IV. EXPERIMENT DESIGN
The VP-S model is used for designing the freeway network in Sichuan (a province of China) and national freeway network in China, respectively. Both the topological structure and the functional performance of the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model are compared with that of the real freeway network. Section IV-A introduces the initial environment for Physarum evolution based on the real geographical data, and the topological characteristics of the real freeway network. Section IV-B provides six measurements for evaluating the performance of networks.
A. THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) THE INITIALIZATION BASED ON THE GEOGRAPHICAL DATA
There are three steps for us to generate an evolved network based on the VP-S model through combining the characteristics of geographical data: (1) initializing the size and the scale of planar grids, (2) arranging the position of active zones and (3) setting the occupied girds of each active zone.
First, the size and the scale of planar grids in the experiment are initialized based on the visual effects and the experimental efficiency. If the size of gird is too large, it will be difficult to have an overall observation of the simulation results. On the contrary, if the size of grid is too small, it will be unable to observe the evolution process of the model clearly. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the scale of internal grids and the running time of the VP-S model for evolving a network with three food sources [50] . It can be seen that if the scale of internal grids is larger than 60*60, the running time will surpass 5 hours. In this case, the experimental process is delayed greatly since the model is run at least 30 times when simulating each transport network (i.e. more than 150 hours). If the scale of internal grids is less than 40*40, the running time does not fluctuate much. However, with the decrease of the scale, the vision would become unclear. Hence we recommend that the scale of internal grids ∈ [40*40, 60*60] and the size of each grid is 10*10 square-millimeters in order to have an efficient simulation and an easy observation. Specifically, we set the scale of internal grids as 53*53 in the subsequent experiments.
Second, the active zones in the VP-S model can be seen as urban regions in the real-world map. Therefore, the screen coordinate (X , Y ) is used to represent the position of active zone in our environment, which is set based on the geographical locations of major cities. In detail, the longitude and latitude of each city are converted to the screen coordinate (X , Y ) based on the following two equations.
In (1) and (2), lon represents the longitude of a city, and lat represents the latitude of a city. maxLon, minLon, maxLat and minLat represent the maximum longitude, the minimum longitude, the maximum latitude and the minimum latitude among the set, respectively. w and h represent the width and the height of the screen, respectively. And the value of w and h are set as 50 in all experiments. As shown in Table 2 , lists from 3 to 6 are the longitudes, the latitudes and their corresponding screen coordinates (X , Y ) of 17 cities in Sichuan province, and lists from 4 to 7 in Table 3 show the data of 34 capital cities in China. Specially, both the X -coordinate of Hefei and the Y -coordinate of Nanjing have been minus 1 to avoid coinciding with Shanghai. Fig. 6 illustrates the active zones (surrounded by the red boxes) of Hefei, Nanjing and Shanghai before and after adjusting their coordinates.
Finally, the number of grids that each active zone occupied is measured by the resident population in the corresponding city. For Sichuan province, main cities' resident popula-VOLUME 7, 2019 Besides, in the VP-S model, the parameter Q ∈ (0.7, 0.9) can fit the pattern formation observed in real Physarum according to the analysis in [48] . Specifically, we set Q = 0.85 in our experiments.
2) THE TOPOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF FREEWAY NETWORKS
The man-made freeway networks are extracted as follows. Assuming V denotes a set of cities. An edge between two cities a and b can be extracted if there is a freeway starting in the vicinity of city a, passing the vicinity of city b yet not passing the vicinity of another city c (a, b, c ∈ V ) [51] . The real freeway networks in Sichuan province (represented by H SC ) and China (represented by H C ) are reported in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) , respectively. The weight of each freeway is measured by the shortest traveling distance between two cities based on the Google map.
Due to the different scales in the real transport network and the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model (i.e. kilometer and the number of grids respectively), a traditional data normalization equation (see (3) ) is used to 1 http://www.sc.stats.gov.cn/tjcbw/tjnj/2017/zk/indexch.htm 2 http://www.stats.gov.cn/tjsj/ndsj/2017/indexch.htm unify the units. In details, for a network G =<V , E>, V is the set of N cities and E is the set of M edges. p ij represents the weight of an edge e ij and e ij ∈ E. In a real transport network, p ij denotes the distance of freeway between cities i and j, which can be measured by the kilometer. In a simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model, p ij denotes the number of grids of an edge e ij . min(p(M )) represents the minimum value among the data set of the weights of edges. w ij represents the normalized weight of an edge e ij , which is always less than 1.
B. EVALUATION MEASUREMENTS
As mentioned in Section I, the real transport networks have some specific structure characteristics such as the scale-free degree distributions and small-world properties. Therefore, some measurements in the field of complex network analysis can be used to estimate the performances between real transport networks and simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model. These measurements include:
(1) the average path length, which can reflect the connectivity of a network; (2) the network efficiency, which can be used to measure the cost-effective structure in a network; (3) the characteristic path length and average clustering coefficient, these are two basis indices that can be used to quantify the small-world properties [2] , [5] . In general, a small world network has a similar characteristic path length and a larger average clustering coefficient when compared with an identical-size random network [3] ; (4) the topological robustness and functional robustness, which measure the still normally working ability of a network in the event of the failure of some components. The detailed definitions are as follows.
Supposing that G =<V , E> is a complete weighted network, where V = {1, 2, . . . , N } represents the set of N nodes and E = {e ij |i, j ∈ V , i = j} represents the set of edges. The smallest sum of the weights throughout all the possible paths in a network between nodes i and j is defined as the shortest path length l ij . The number of edges for the shortest path from nodes i to j is represented by d ij .
(i) Average path length (APL). APL is calculated by adding up all the shortest path lengths between all pairs of nodes in a network, and then dividing the total number of pairs, as shown in (4) . It is a measurement of the efficiency of vehicle transportation or information transmission in a network.
(ii) Network efficiency (NE). NE measures the average proximity between all nodes in a network. It is inversely proportional to the average path length, as shown in (5), which can be used to measure the isolated nodes properly.
(iii) Characteristic path length (CPL). CPL is defined as the average number of edges along the shortest paths for all pairs of nodes in a network, as shown in (6) .
(iv) Average clustering coefficient (C). The clustering coefficient C i is defined as the probability that two nodes are connected to each other given that both of them are connected to the node i, written as:
where E i indicates the actual number of edges between the neighbors of the node i and k i denotes the degree of the node i. The average clustering coefficient C is the mean value of C i of all N nodes in a network:
(v) Topological robustness (TR) [53] . TR is defined as (9):
where s(i) represents the proportion of nodes in the largest connected sub-network after the number of i nodes being attacked. This measure reflects the robustness of a network through observing the size of the largest surviving component under the condition of different types of attacks.
(vi) Functional robustness (FR) [54] . Before defining FR, we first introduce the conception of the efficiency and the load of a node. In a network, the higher the efficiency of a node is, the lower the load of it has. Therefore, the definition of the load of the node k (LD k ) is defined as LD k = e −I k , where I k represents the efficiency of the node k. I k measures the average proximity between the node k and other connected nodes. According to (5), we have: (10) thus I k is defined as
, where k = 1, 2, . . . , N . When the load of a node (LD k ) exceeds its tolerance load, it will failure with a probability p k , which is defined as (11):
where TL and LL represent the tolerance load and the limit load of a node, respectively. They can reflect the ability to allow the passage of vehicles in traffic networks or the information transmission in communication networks. In this study, we suppose that the TL and LL are depended on the initial loads of a node (LD 1 k ), i.e. TL = α×LD 1 k , LL = β×TL, where α is the factor of tolerance load and β is the factor of limit load. Finally, the definition of FR is:
where f means the number of failure nodes after one or more nodes in a network are attacked. The definition of FR shows that when a node is attacked, the loads of other nodes will be changed. Cascading failures will happen if the loads of other nodes exceed their limit loads [55] .
V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we first quantitatively evaluate the performance of the evolved networks based on the Physarum foraging model and the real transport networks. Then, we analyze the parameters in constructing the evolved networks and computing the functional robustness, and quantify the small-world properties of networks.
A. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS
Random walk is one of the basic movement behaviors of an agent in the VP-S model, which results in the diversity of formed networks. In order to get the generalized experimental results, the Physarum foraging model is run 30 times when simulating a transport network. After each run, a simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model is constructed, which is represented by the two-tuples P =<U , E>, where U is a set of cities and E is a set of edges. What's more, for comparing the experimental results between the simulated evolving network and real transport network, we built a simulated evolving network with a probability q (q ∈ (0, 1]), which is represented by a three-tuples P =<U , E, q>. For each pair of cities a and b from U , an edge connecting cities a and b with a probability q(a, b) means that the edge appears q × 30 times in the total FIGURE 8. The topological structure of (a) the transport network constructed using the VP-S model P C (0.4) and (b) the intersection of the real freeway network in China H C and P C (0.4).
number of 30 experiments. More specifically, a threshold P(θ ) =<U , T (E), q, θ > is used to remove some weak edges.
Only those edges with probabilities that are larger than θ can be reserved in our experiments, i.e. T (E) = {e ∈ E : q(e) ≥ θ }. For example, P(0.5) means that only those edges whose occurrence rate are larger than 50% can be reserved during the network evolving. The idea of constructing the network with a threshold comes from [51] , in which the Physarum is studied as an biological substrate for imitating transport networks. The distance of an edge in P(θ ) is calculated as the average distance among all experiments. In the following, P SC and P C are used to represent the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model in the Sichuan province and China, respectively. We also compare our results in China with a gravity model, also inspired by the Physarum, proposed by Zhang et al. [10] . The gravity model first analyze the traffic flow between any two cities in constructing a network. The traffic flow is calculated by the economic sizes (e.g. population) and economic cost (e.g. distance) associated with these two cities. Then, the mathematical model [37] is applied to the network design problems by developing competition between transport routes, i.e. the routes with high traffic flow become wide while less used routes are removed. The efficiency of the gravity model is demonstrated by comparing with the man-made highways, the protoplasmic networks grown by Physarum and a Physarum-inspired cellular automate model based on the dataset of major transport networks in Mexico and China. In the following experiments, the comparison between our model and the gravity model is conducted in the large-scale dataset of China specifically because the large dataset can eliminate the impact of geography on the transport network, and the results are more convincing. In the following, G C is used to denote the simulated network generated by the gravity model in China.
Based on the definitions of measurements in Section IV-B, we first compare the topological structure between the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model based on the geographical data of capital cities in China and the real Chinese freeway network. For the simulated evolving network, we take P C (0.4) as an example. The topological structure of such network has 73 edges, as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The topological structure of the real Chinese freeway network H C has 72 edges, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . The intersection of H C with P C (0.4) is shown in Fig. 8(b) , which has 54 edges. That is, P C (0.4) can represent 75% of real freeways in China. The performance gap between the real freeway network and the simulated evolving network, caused by 25% different freeways, can be seen from the following discussions.
First, Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) plot the relationship between the average path length (APL) and the network efficiency (NE) of the compared networks based on the geographical data of main cities in Sichuan province and capital cities in China, as listed in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively. Ten simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model are selected and showed for the clear presentation. Since we have used a traditional data normalization method to unify units of the real freeway network and the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model and the gravity model (as shown in (3)), the weights of edges in these networks are less than 1. Hence the APL can be less than 1 and NE can be bigger than 1. As shown in both Figs. 9(a) and 9(b), the APLs of ten simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model are all obviously shorter than that of the corresponding real freeway networks, and the NEs of most simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model are no less than that of the real freeway networks. These demonstrate that traveling among cities in the simulated evolving networks will cost less time than that of the real freeway networks both in Sichuan province and China. In particular, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the APL and NE of H C are 2.1963 and 0.6095, respectively. While the APL and NE of P C (0.4) are 2.0827 and 1.0350, respectively. This result FIGURE 9. The relationship between the average path length (APL) and the network efficiency (NE ) of the compared networks in (a) Sichuan province and (b) China. The square with cross represents the real freeway network H, the five-pointed star represents the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model in one run P, the hexagon represents the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model with thresholds P(θ ), and the triangle represents the simulated network generated by the gravity model G.
FIGURE 10.
The relationship between the topological robustness (TR) under the malicious attacks and the topological robustness (TR) under the random failures of the compared networks in (a) Sichuan province and (b) China. The square with cross represents the real freeway network H, the five-pointed star represents the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model in one run P, the hexagon represents the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model with thresholds P(θ), and the triangle represents the simulated network generated by the gravity model G.
demonstrates that the Physarum foraging model can be used to design the Chinese freeway network whose APL is shorter than that of the real freeway network. Meanwhile, the NE of the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model with a threshold is almost 0.7 times higher than that of H C . The China freeway network generated by the gravity model has better performance (i.e. shorter APL and higher NE) than the real freeway network, but performs much worse than the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model with thresholds of 0.43 and 0.4.
Second, Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) compare the topological robustness (TR) of networks based on the geographical data of Sichuan province and China as listed in Table 2 and Table 3 , respectively. The TR is measured both under the malicious attacks and random failures. In detail, for simulating a malicious attack in our experiments, the nodes are selected and removed in decreasing order of their degrees [53] . For simulating a random failure, the nodes are selected and removed randomly. All results are averaged over 100 times in order to eliminate the fluctuation. Fig. 10(a) shows that the TRs of P SC in one run and P SC (θ) are much better than that of H SC . Fig. 10(b) shows that although the TRs of P C (0.4) and P C (0.43) under the random failures are slightly lower than that of H C , the TRs of them under the malicious attacks are more than 0.27 times stronger than that of H C . The G C also has a stronger TR under malicious attacks than H C and weaker TR under random failures than H C . However, G C shows weaker TR than P C (0.43) and P C (0.4) under both of the malicious attacks and random failures.
Finally, we compare the functional robustness (FR) of networks under the malicious attacks and random failures in Sichuan province and China. Parameters in calculating the tolerance load TL and the limit load LL of nodes are set as α = 1.4 and β = 1.5. Since it's nearly impossible that more than half of cities are attacked for a transport network, we simulate less than 9 cities in Sichuan province and less than 12 cities in China are attacked. The results are reported in Fig. 11. Figs. 11(a) and (b) show that the FRs of P SC (0.6) and P SC (0.56) are obviously higher than that of H SC under both of the malicious attacks and random failures. Fig. 11(c) shows that P C (0.4) has the strongest FR under malicious attacks compared with other three networks. Fig. 11(d) shows that P C (0.4) and P C (0.43) have stronger FRs with different numbers of random failure cities than H C and G C .
Consequently, it can be admitted that the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model has a better functional performance than real freeway network and the network generated by the gravity model by comparing the average path length (APL), network efficiency (NE), topological robustness (TR) and functional robustness (FR). What's more, the performance gap seems to be caused by a few different routes by comparing the topological structure between the simulated evolving network generated by the VP-S model and the real freeway network. The results show that Physarum foraging model can be used to construct and optimize the high performance transport network.
B. FURTHER ANALYSIS 1) PARAMETER ANALYSIS
In this section, we estimate the effect of parameters (i.e. α, β and θ) on our results. Fig. 12(a) shows the sensitivity of FR to the parameters α and β. The experiments are conducted in P C (0.4). It can be seen that the FR enhances gradually with the increment of α and β, which is consistent with the common sense that the robustness of a transport network can be enhanced by increasing the loading capacities of cities. When the loading capacities of cities are high enough (e.g. α is greater than 1.5 and β is greater than 1.6 in P C (0.4)), attacking one city won't lead to the cascading failure of other cities. These mean that only the attacked cities are failure and the FR of the whole network is still stable. Fig. 12(b) illustrates the increasing rate of FR under the malicious attacks based on the geographical data of China, which is defined as (FR(P C (θ )) − FR(H C ))/FR(H C ), where FR(x) represents the functional robustness of a network x. Different combinations of values of α and β represent various tolerance loads and limit loads of networks. The results show that the FRs of P C (θ ) are much better than that of H C under different loads of cities. In addition, the advantage of P C (θ) becomes obvious with the decrease of θ, which means that we can control the balance between the number of edges and the network performance by adapting the value of θ .
2) SMALL-WORLD PROPERTIES
In this section, we estimate the small-world properties of the real freeway networks and the simulated networks generated by the VP-S model and the gravity model. Fig. 13 presents the characteristic path length (CPL) and the average clustering coefficient (C) of each network and an identical-size random network (i.e. with the same number of edges and nodes). From Figs. 13(a) and (b) , we can get that the CPLs of H SC , P SC (0.6) and P SC (0.56) are very close to that of the random networks, and the Cs of them are higher than that of the comparable random networks. Hence the real freeway network in Sichuan province and the simulated evolving networks evolved by the VP-S model in Sichuan province exhibit the small-world properties. For the freeway networks in China, although the Cs of H C , P C (0.43), P C (0.4) and G C are obviously higher than that of the random networks ( Fig. 13(d) ), their CPLs are shorter than that of the random networks ( Fig. 13(c) ). The real freeway network in China and the simulated evolving networks in China thus do not show the small-world properties, implying that they still have much room to improve the efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSION
Aiming at designing a high performance transport network, this paper proposed a computational framework inspired by the morphogenetic behavior of Physarum. In detail, the Physarum foraging model that developed based on the morphogenetic behavior was applied for designing the transport networks in China. What's more, with regard to the disorder of Physarum networks, this paper presented a strategy of forming them as common networks with weights. In the experiments, we first compared the topological structure between the simulated evolving network generated by the Physarum foraging model and the real freeway network. The result showed that the Physarum network with a threshold nearly had the same number of freeways with the real freeway network, and their structures were not absolutely different. Conversely, the Physarum network with a threshold matched up to 75% of real freeway network. What's more, the subsequent performance comparisons showed that the Physarum network had shorter average length, higher efficiency and stronger robustness than the real freeway network. Especially, the simulated evolving networks generated by the VP-S model in China showed better performance than the networks generated by other models such as the gravity model. The transport network design is a complex process, but this process is easy to handle and complete by the Physarum foraging model, whose evolving process just need the position and the resident population of cities. Our study indicated that it might be worth to use Physarum foraging models for designing and optimizing high performance transport networks in the real world.
The experimental approach adopted suffers from the limitation that the landscape features, e.g. impassable mountains and lakes, are not considered. Moreover, due to the complicatedness of the network design problem, we focus on building a planar platform in this paper. To coincide with the real world better, in the future we will extend our approach to a non-planar platform (e.g. the altitude is considered as the third dimension) and consider the landscape features.
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